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May 17,1993

The Honorable Harry L. Carrico and Fellow Members
of the Judicial Conference of Virginia:

Virginia's voluntary sentencing guidelines system went into effect statewide on
January 1, 1991-. The Judicial Sentencing Guidelines Committee provides oversight and
direction to this program which is updated on an annual basis.

The Committee is pleased to provide you with this report which presents a detailed
overview ofjudicial compliance with the sentencing guidelines. Response to the sentencing
guidelines has been favorable. The Committee is confident that the guidelines are
providing judges with useful information in a fashion which preserves judicial discretion.

The single purpose of Virginia's sentencing guidelines is the establishment of
rational and consistent sentencing standards which reduce unwarranted sentencing
disparity. A forthcoming report from the Committee will examine the impact of the
voluntary guidelines in achieving this goal.

Judge Ernest P. Gates (retired circuit court judge, 12th Judicial Circuit) has chaired
the Committee work on the sentencing guidelines program since 1986. Judge Gates has
recently announced his decision to not seek re-appointment to the Committee. The
Committee and staff extend their deepest gratitude to Judge Gates. His leadership,
experience, dedication, patience, and wit have kept this program moving forward and
properly focused, resulting in a sentencing guidelines system designed by judges for
judges. We hope he continues to share with us his wealth of experience and knowledge and
wish him all the best in his future endeavors.

Respectfully Submitted,

The Judicial Sentencing Guidelines Committee
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Virginia
Sentencing Guidelines

Overview

On January 1, 1991,
Virginia's sentencing guidelines
were implemented statewide.
This culminated six years of
preparatory work by the Judi-
cial Conference of Virginia. The
cornerstone of this work was the
belief that when offenders of
similar circumstance are con-
victed of similar crimes, they
should receive similar sentences.
When the sentences received by
these offenders differ radically
without substantial j ustification,
unwarranted sentencing dispar-
ity has occurred. Indeed,
according to the report ofthe
Judicial Conference of Virginia's
Ad Hoc Committee on Sentenc-
ing Guidelines, the purpose of
sentencing guidelines is "the
establishment of rational and
consistent sentencing standards
which reduce unwarranted
sentencing disparity" (August
15, 1985, page 1).

The problem of unwarranted
sentencing disparity does not
have a simple solution. In
particular, there has been
concern that sentencing guide-
lines would conflict with the
goal of tailoring justice to each
specific case. It is the fear of
tampering with this goal that
made many judges wary of any
sentencing guidelines system.
Virginia's sentencing guidelines,
however, are completely compat-
ible with individualized sentenc-
ing.

Several key decisions were
made during the development of
Virginia's sentencing guidelines
system to ensure that the
system would not compromise
the sentencing discretion of
judges.

First, the judiciary was
solely responsible for the
development of Virginia's
sentencing guidelines. Chief
Justice Harry L. Carrico initi-
ated the project when he ap-
pointed an ad hoc committee to
construct a methodology for the
development of sentencing
guidelines. Subsequent ad hoc
committees were appointed to
examine the sentencing prac-
tices of Virginia's judges and to
oversee and pilot-test sentenc-
ing guidelines.

Second, Virginia's guide-
lines were designed to reflect
only the historical pattern of
sentencing throughout the
Commonwealth. The ìudiciary
has defined history, for sentenc-
ing guidelines, as the five most
recently available years ofpast
sentencing decisions. Therefore,
the sentencing guidelines in
effect from January 1991
through June 1992 were based
on an analysis of 73,495 sen-
tencing decisions from 1985
through 1989. Similarly, the
guidelines effective from July
1992 through June 1993 were
based on an analysis of86,470
sentences from 1986 through
1990. Furthermore, because the
guidelines mirror sentencing
history, there was no attempt to
change the philosophy or policy
of Virginia's sentencing judges.
The sentencing guidelines were
not intended to promote outside
agendas, such as the reduction
ofprison populations,
or to change the severity of
sentences.
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Third, the sentencing
guideline ranges are broadly
defined to preserve judicial
discretion. The recommended
ranges, based on guideline
scores which explicitly consider
and weigh the most relevant
crime circumstances and of-
fender characteristics, are
designed to encompass at least
507o ofhistorical sentences for
similar cases. The use of a
range acknowledges that sen-
tencing differences will remain,
partly because there will always
be some offense or offender
factors that deserve unique
consideration, and partly be-
cause reasonable judges will
occasionally reasonably disagree
on particular sentencing deci-
sions. At the same time, how-
ever, a sentencing range that is
based on the middle 507o of
similar case circumstances
should help reduce unwarranted
disparity. A judge who sees that
his or her intended sentence
falls outside the recommended
range may pause to reexamine
that sentence before imposing it.

Fourth, the sentencing
guidelines developed for Virginia
are voluntary. Virginia's guide-
lines were developed by the
judiciary as a tool and are not
legislatively mandated. Judges
may use the guidelines as a
reference so they can be aware
ofhow otherjudges have sen-
tenced in similar cases, but they
are not bound by the guidelines
recommended action.

As previously stated,
Virginia's sentencing guidelines
are based on a continuing
analysis of judicial sentencing
decisions in the Commonwealth.
This is done to ensure that
judges are provided with guide-
lines that reflect both historical
sentencing decisions and
changes in more recent sentenc-
ing decisions. The first set of
guidelines provided statewide
was used from January 1991
through June 1992. This set
was replaced by the second set of
guidelines, which went into
effect in JuIy of 1992 and is
scheduled to be retired in June
of 1993. This set will be re-
placed with a revision which will
be the third set of guidelines
made available to judges in the
Commonwealth. The third set of
guidelines is based on an analy-
sis of 95,278 sentencing deci-
sions made during the five years
from 1987 through 1991.

The compliance analysis
presented in this report is based
on sentencing decisions made
while the first and second sets of
guidelines were in place. The
analysis is based on data from
19,066 guidelines work sheets
received from cases decided
under the first set of guidelines,
and 6,632 work sheets received
during the frrst seven months
that the second (current) set of
guidelines was in place.
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Virginia Localities and
Their Jucicial Circuits

ACCOMACK
ALBEMARLE
A],EXANDRIA
ALLEGHANY
AMELIA
AMHERST
APPOMATTOX
ARLINGTON
AUGUSTA
BATH
BEDFORD CITY
BEDFORD COUNTY
BLAND
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ISLE OF WIGHT
JAMES CITY
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KING GEORGE

KINGWILLIAM
LANCASTER
LEE
LEXINGTON
LOUDOUN
LOUISA
LUNENBURG
L\TJCHBURG
MADISON
MANASSAS
MARTINSVILLE
MATHEWS
MECKLENBURG
MIDDLESEX
MONTGOMERY
NELSON
NEW KENT
NEWPORTNEWS
NORFOLK
NORTHAMPTON
NORTHUMBERLAND
NORTON
NOTTOWAY
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PAGE
PATRICK
PETERSBURG
PITTSYLVANIA
POQUOSON
PORTSMOUTH
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PRINCE EDWARD
PRINCE GEORGE
PRINCE WILLIAM
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RICHMOND COUNTY
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ROANOKE COUNTY
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SMYTH
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SUFFOLK
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DISPLAY 1

o During the frrst twenty-five
months of the statewide volun-
tary sentencing guidelines
system, 25,698 work sheets were
forwarded to the Sentencing
Guidelines staff. Roughly 1,000
work sheets per month were
received (19,066 for the first set
of guidelines and 6,632 for the
second set).

o More often than not, sen-
tences imposed by circuit court
judges in the Commonwealth
were within the range recom-
mended by the sentencing
guidelines system. In these
cases, the sentence is said to be
in "compliance" with the guide-
lines recommendation.

. As shown in the top of
Display 1, judges statewide
complied with sentencing
guidelines recommendations in
757o of the cases for which work
sheets were received for the first
set of guidelines (in effect from
January 1,1991 through June
30,1992).

. When a sentence falls below
the recommended guidelines
range (is "mitigated") or falls
above the recommended guide-
lines range (is "aggravated"), the
sentence is said to "depart" from
the guidelines. For the period in
which the first set of guidelines
was in effect, judges chose to
depart from the guidelines in
about one-quarter ofthose cases.

r On July 1, 1992,t]ne second
(current) set of sentencing
guidelines was put into effect,
and new work sheets were
introduced to replace those used
for the first set ofguidelines.
Judicial compliance with the
second set of guidelines is shown

in the bottom half of Display 1.
During the first seven months of
the second set ofguidelines
(July 1, 1992 through February
1, 1993), judicial compliance
dropped Lo 72Vo, as compared to
75Va compliance during the first
set of guidelines. This drop in
compliance resulted from a
greater tendency byjudges to
depart from recommendations
by mitigating sentences. Miti-
gated sentences increased from
l47o to'l-77o.

. A mitigated sentence may
occur because a judge chooses
not to imprison an offender
recommended for prison incar-
ceration, or because ajudge
sentences an offender to a prison
sentence that is shorter than
that recommended by the
guidelines. A preliminary
analysis of these mitigated
sentences indicated that most of
them occurred because the
judges chose to impose prison
sentences shorter than those
recommended by the guidelines.

. Display 1 illustrates that the
direction of departures was
similar for sentences imposed
under both the first and second
sets of sentencing guidelines.
For every fìve sentences not in
compliance, roughly three were
mitigated and two were aggra-
vated.

. Subsequent displays in this
report depict in more detail how
judges complied and departed
from guidelines recommenda-
tions in effect under the first
and second sets ofsentencing
guidelines. This information is
provided for different categories
ofoffenses and for eachjudicial
circuit in Virginia.
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DISPLAY 2
' Display 2 presents the sentenc-
ing guidelines compliance rates for
the first and second sets ofstate-
wide guidelines for each of the eight
felony offense groups covered by the
guidelines.

. Generally speaking, higher
compliance rates were found among
property and drug offense sentences
while higher deparbure rates were
found among sentences for violent
offenses.

¡ Under both sets of guidelines,
compliance was highest for the
fraud guidelines sentences. How-
ever, the compliance rate fell from
817a underthe first set ofguidelines
tn777o under the second set of
guidelines.

¡ The next highest compliance
rate was for the drug offense
sentences. Again, the compliance
rate under the second set ofguide-
lines dropped, from 787otn747o.
There was a sizable increase in
mitigated sentences under the
second set ofguidelines. It should be
noted that drugoffense cases
accounted for over one-third ofall
cases examined.

o The compliance rate for assault
and sexual assault sentences
increased marginally under the
second set of guidelines. Neverthe-
less, sexual assault remains the
offense group with the lowest level
of compliance. The low compliance
rate for these offenses resulted in a
special study described later in the
report (see Display 13).

. Sentencingcompliancewith
burglary and robbery guidelines
was relativeþ consistent under both
sets of guidelines.

. Compìiance in larceny cases
dropped from 7 7 7o vnder thLe ßrst
set of guidelinestnT2To underthe
second set. These cases showed an
increase in mitigated sentences and
a less substantial increase in
aggravated sentences.

. Judgeswhosentencedoutside
the guidelines in murder cases were

more likeþ to sentence above the
guidelines recommendation follow-
ing implementation of the second
set ofguidelines. As a result,
compliance dropped from 707o tn
637o.

. Underthe first set ofguide-
lines, the percentage of mitigated
sentences across the eight offense
groups seemed to vary according to
whether or not the primary offense
was a violent one such as murder or
robbery. The rate ofmitigated
sentences was above average for the
violent offenses of murder (2IVo),

rcbbery (227o), assault (227o), and
sexual assavlt(2l%o), while itwas
below average for drug(727o) and
fraud(107o) offenses.

¡ Thepercentageofaggravated
sentences didnotvary greatly
across the eight offense groups,
ranging from 9Vo for mtxder, fraud
and larceny cases to ISTofor
burglary cases. The one notable
exception was for sexual assault
cases in which l97o of t}:re sentences
were aggravated.

o Deparbure patterns under the
second set of guidelines were
similar to those under the first set
with a couple of exceptions: drrg
offense sentences were more often
mitigated and murder sentences
were more often aggravated.

¡ Across both sets of guidelines,
mitigated sentences were consis-
tently more prevalent than aggra-
vated sentences when judges
deparbed from guidelines recom-
mendations. The only exception was
for fraud sentences under the
second set of guidelines.

¡ Because larceny and drug
offenses contributed significantly to
the number of sentencing guidelines
work sheets, the overall compliance
and deparbure patterns for each set
of guidelines were highly influenced
by these offenses. Drug offense case
compliance is discussed in Displays
7-L2.
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DISPLAY 3
. Overall compliance also
varies by judicial circuit. Display
3 presents the compliance rates
and number of work sheets
received for each judicial circuit
under the frrst set of statewide
work sheets. As noted in the
Overview, one purpose of the
guidelines is to make recommen-
dations that represent a state-
wide average over a five-year
period. Since the recommenda-
tions are averages, and do not
account for differences in circuits,
it is not surprising that compli-
ance varies by circuit. Some
areas complied more often than
average, and others sentenced
above or below the recommenda-
tions more often than average.

. The five circuits with the
highest percentage of cases in
compliance during the first set of
guidelines were Circuits 11
(867o), 5 (857o), 7 (837o), 2 (82Vo),

and 10 (81Eo). The six circuits
with the lowest compliance
percentages were Circuits 21
(637o) , lB (67 7o) , 22 (687o) , 20
(697o),9 (697o), and 12 (69Vo).

Both high and low compliance
circuits were found in close
geographic proximity; the degree
to which judges follow guidelines
recommendations does not seem
primarily related to geography.

. Circuit 21 (the Martinsville
area) had the highest rate of
mitigated sentences (327o) while
Circuit 12 (the Chesterfreld area)
and Circuit 22 (Lhe Danville area)
had the highest rate ofaggra-
vated sentences (247o).

. The number above each
circuit's bar in Display 3 shows
the number of work sheets
received from the circuit during
the first set of guidelines work
sheets. The number received
varied greatly and was not
always proportional to the
number of cases handled in the
circuit. During this period, the

greatest number of work sheets
(1,620) was submitted by Circuit
2 (Virginia Beach). Work sheets
received from Circuits 2,4,7,19
and23, the top frve circuits in
terms of numbers submitted,
represented about one-third ofall
the work sheets submitted.

. The Judicial Sentencing
Guidelines Committee has
expressed concern regarding the
low number of work sheets
received statewide and especially
the low number received for some
jurisdictions. For example,
Circuit 2 (Virginia Beach), Circuit
13 (Richmond), and Circuit 19
(Fairfax) had similar numbers of
Pre-Sentence Investigation (PSI)
reports completed in recent years.
However, Circuit 2 submitted
1,620 completed work sheets,
compared to Circuit 13's submis-
sion of 843 work sheets and
Circuit 19's 1,335 work sheets.
Pending a completed audit, it is
only clear that work sheet
submissions are too low for
several jurisdictions, including
Circuit 13 and probably Circuit
19. The Committee has autho-
rized an initial audit of work
sheet submissions for selected
circuits in an attempt to better
understand this problem. The
frnal section ofthis report pro-
vides more detail on this plan.

. Missing work sheets is an
important issue. As previously
noted, judicial notification of
departures from guidelines
recommendations and the rea-
sons for the departures are
important ways for judges to
communicate areas in work
sheets that need improvement.
However, many work sheets are
not being received. Pending the
results of the completed audit, it
is not clear if the work sheets are
never completed or if the work
sheets wcrc complcted but not
received by the Judicial Sentenc-
ing Guidelines Committee.
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Display 4
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DISPLAY 4
o Display 4 completes the
review of overall sentencing
guidelines compliance by pre-
senting the compliance rate for
each judicial circuit under the
second set of guidelines from
July 1,1992 through February
1,1993. As noted in Display 1,
statewide compliance dropped
fuom757o under the first set of
guidelines to727o under the
second set ofguidelines. A
comparison of this display with
the previous display reveals that
compliance for most circuits
dropped under the second set of
guidelines.

¡ Since the revised statewide
work sheets were implemented,
compliance remained highest
among many of the same circuits
with high compliance rates in
Display 3: Circuits 5,7 ,71- ,25,
30. Those with the lowest
compliance rates were Circuits
L8,20,21,24, and 30.

. Despite the general consis-
tency in compliance rates within
judicial circuits for both guide-
lines periods, there were some
notable changes after the
guidelines were revised. A
higher percentage of sentences
below the guidelines recommen-
dations was found in Circuits 3,
I0, 20, 27, and 24. For Circuit
2I, tlne circuit with the highest
percentage of cases sentenced
below the guidelines recommen-
dations before the guidelines
were revise d (32Vo), this percent-
age rose to367o. Circuits 13 and
31 had the highest aggravation
rates (217o).

. When the periods for the
first and second set ofguidelines
are compared, compliance
decreased in 20 circuits. Circuit
31 (the Prince William area) had
the sharpest decrease in compli-
ance by dropping twelve per-
centage points. Unlike the
general trend toward mitigation,
Circuit 3l- had an increase of
seven percentage points in
aggravated sentences. The same

pattern of compliance was
repeated in Circuit 27 (the
Radford area). Compliance in
Circuit 27 fellfrornTSTa to 667o
with a six percentage point
increase in sentences above the
guidelines recommendation.

. Overall compliance rn-
creased in Circuits 1 (the Chesa-
peake area), 7 (Newport News),
9 (the Williamsburg area), 11
(the Petersburg area), 12 (the
Chesterfreld area), 22 (the
Danville area),23 (the Roanoke
area),25 (the Staunton area),28
(the Bristol area), and 30 (the
Norton area). Compliance in
Circuit 16 (the Charlottesville
area) remained the same.

r Because the sentencing
guidelines are voluntary, there
is no target rate of compliance.
However, the higher the level of
compliance, the higher the
consistency of sentencing. One
goal ofthe guidelines system is
that similarly situated offenders
who commit similar crimes will
receive similar sentences.
Reductions in compliance may
signal a lack of progress toward
this goal. The final section of
this report wiII address future
plans to more carefully analyze
this trend across circuits.

r However, while concerns
about compliance levels or
trends in sentencing are noted,
it is important to note that there
may be other reasons for sub-
stantial variations in compliance
levels. Certain localities may see
many atypical cases not re-
flected well in statewide aver-
ages. Another possible reason
for variations may be the avail-
ability of alternative sentencing
programs. If any of these are
occurring, variations among
circuits may not reflect inconsis-
tency in sentencing so much as
valid local differences.
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Display 5

JURY SENTENCING CONCURRENCE WITH SENTENCING GUIDELINES

For AII Sentencing Guidelines Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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AGGRAVATION

31%

Total Number of Jury Cases: 447

MITIGATION

33"/"
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15%
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67%

(7-1-92 to 2-1-93)
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55"/"

AGGRAVATION

30o/o

MITIGATION

MITIGATION

15%

AGGRAVATION

67"/"

Total Number of Jury Cases: 226
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DISPLAY 5
. Virginia's sentencing guide-
lines were developed from the
Pre-Sentence Investigation
database which includes sen-
tencing decisions made by juries.
The statistical analyses used to
create the guidelines controlled
for the in{luence of jury sen-
tences. Consequently, the
effects ofjury sentences are
included in the recommended
sentence ranges. It has been
well documented, however, that
juries do not sentence in the
same manner as judges, making
the topic worthy of further
inquiry.

. The issue ofjury sentencing
has been debated in the Com-
monwealth for several years.
Indeed, Virginia is one of only
six states that currently use
juries to determine sentence
length in non-capital offenses.
Of these six, only Virginia does
not provide the jury with prior
criminal history on the offender
being sentenced. Consequently,
juries are also not provided with
sentencing guidelines informa-
tion. According to advocates of
'iury sentencing, juries reflect
community views about the
seriousness of various crimes.
Furthermore, they argue that if
juries are capable of determin-
ing guilt, then juries should also
be capable of setting punish-
ment for these same offenders.
Adversaries of jury sentencing,
however, contend that juries are
more likely than judges to be
influenced by factors that should
not be relevant, and, conse-
quently, will sentence more
inconsistently.

' Display 5 illustrates how
often sentences recommended by
juries fell within the range

recommended by the sentencing
guidelines.

. During the period covered by
the first set of sentencing
guidelines (1-1-91 to 6-30-92),
447 guidelines work sheets
received (about two percent of
the total) were for cases in
which a jury recommended the
sentence. Fifty-four percent of
the sentences recommended by
juries fell within the range
recommended by the guidelines.
Thirty-one percent of the jury-
recommended sentences fell
above the range and!\To fell
below the recommended range.

o During the period covered by
the second set of sentencing
guidelines (7-7-92 to 6-30-93),
226 guidelines work sheets
received (about 3 percent ofthe
total) were for cases in which a
jury recommended the sentence.
Fifty-five percent of the sen-
tences recommended by juries
fell within the range recom-
mended by the guidelines.
Thirty percent ofthe jury-
recommended sentences fell
above the range and157o fell
below the recommended range.

. There was virtually no
difference between the percent-
age ofjury sentences that feII
within the guideline ranges
under the first set of guidelines
and under the second set of
guidelines. Under both sets of
guidelines, juries that did
sentence outside the guidelines
range were twice as likely to
aggravate the sentence as they
were to mitigate the sentence
(67 Vo compared to 337o).
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Display 6

JURV SENTENCING ADJUSTMENTS BY JUDGES
For AII Sentencing Guidelines Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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DISPLAY 6
o In Virginia, a sentence
decided by a jury is not neces-
sarily the ultimate sentence.
The trial judge has the right, by
statute, to suspend any part of
the jury sentence. Generally,
judges do not exercise this right.
Some judges have argued that
jury sentences should remain
unchanged because they are an
expression ofthe current values
and standards of the commu-
nity.

' Display 6 presents informa-
tion on the rate ofjudge adjust-
ments to jury sentences, as well
as a breakdown ofthe adjusted
sentences in terms of jury
concurrence and judge compli-
ance with the sentencing guide-
Iines.

. Judges decided not to adjust
about seven of every ten jury
sentences. This percentage was
nearly identical for both the first
and second sets ofguidelines
(first set, 727o; second set, TLVo).

¡ In 617o ofthejury sentences
that were changed byjudges, the
jury sentence did not concur
with the sentence recommended
by the first set of guidelines.
This percentage decreased to
447o under the second set of
guidelines.

. When a judge chose to
adjust the jury's sentence, the
frnal sentence was within the
guidelines recommended range
three times out of five. Under
the first set of guidelines, 607o of
thejury sentences adjusted by
judges had a final sentence that
fell within the guidelines recom-
mended range. The comparable
frgure for the second set of
sentencing guidelines was 627o.

¡ Most of the shift in jury
sentence adjustments from the
first set to the second set of
guidelines was in categories
where the judge's final sentence
was within compliance. Cases
in which the jury sentence did
not concur with the guidelines
recommendation and a judge
brought it into compliance
decreased by 17 percentage
points, ftom 26Vo under the first
set of guidelines to 9Vo under t}i,e
second set of guidelines. Most of
this shift was to the category in
which the jury concurred with
the recommended guidelines
sentence. This category in-
creased by 19 percentage points,
from347o under the first set of
guidelines to 537o under the
second set.
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Display 7

COMPLIANCE

78%

Total Number of Cases: 6,934

SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE
For AII Drug Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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MITIGATION
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47"/"
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MITIGATION
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DISPLAY 7
. Displays 7 -L2 present a
detailed analysis of sentencing
patterns for drug offenses. This
Ievel of detailed analysis is
presented for the other sentenc-
ing guidelines offense groups in
the appendix. Due to the large
number of drug cases, this
category of offenses is presented
in more detail. As indicated
earlier, drug offense cases make
up more than a third of all
sentencing guidelines work
sheets received by the Judicial
Sentencing Guidelines Commit-
tee.

¡ As previously noted, judges
sentence within the guidelines
ranges more for drug offenses
than for most other offenses.
Display 7 shows that under the
first set of sentencing guidelines,
the compliance rate was 787o,
with a relatively equal number
of mitigating and aggravating
departures (L2Vo and L07o
respectively). Compliance
remained relatively lnig]n (747o)

for the second set ofguidelines,
but mitigating departures were
far higher (787o) and aggravat-
ing departures lower (\Vo) t}¡'an
under the previous guidelines.

. The drop in compliance
under the second set ofguide-
lines was almost entirely the
result of more sentences being
mitigated. Under the first set of
guidelines, circuit court judges
who departed from the guide-
lines imposed sentences that
were both below and above the
recommended sentence range in
about equal numbers. How-
ever, since the second set of
guidelines became effective more
than two-thirds of the depar-
tures from the guidelines have
been sentences that were
mitigated. While the compliance
rate indicates substantial
agreement with guidelines
recommendations, the shift to
substantially more mitigation
requires explanation. To better
explain this trend, Displays 8
and 9 present reasons judges
have cited for departing from
the guidelines.
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Display B

JUDICIAL REASONS FOR DRUG OFFENSE SENTENCE MITIGATION

Total will not equal 100% because mult¡ple departure reasons may be recorded for each work sheet. Reasons
not included in this table are cited .1% or less.

0.2o/o0.0o/"Offender placed on electronic monitoring

1.6%O.O/"Finding under advisement

0.2/"0.1"/oMultiple conv¡ctions treated as s¡ngle offense

O.Oo/"0.2/"Offender's motives or ¡ntentions are in doubt

O.Oo/"0.2Y"Jailtime is equivalent to prison

0.0o/"0.27"Offender's life has been hard

0.2Y"O.3o/"Sentenced u nder 1 8.2-254 (treatment)

0.2o/"O.3o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury

0.7o/oO.3o/"Sentenced under 19.2-31 1, Youthful Offender

0.0ToO.4o/"Offender's needs can be addressed by probation

0.2o/o0.4o/oSuspended time needed to enforce treatment

0.4Yo0.8T"Offender sentenced cons¡stently with codefendant

0.7o/o0.8oloWeak evidence

1.1o/o0.8ToOffender prov¡des support to his/her family

O.O/"1.0ToDrugs were not sold for prof¡t

5.4%1.3o/oOffender sentenced to Bootcamp program

0.7%1.4o/oUnspecific unusual circumstances

0.2/"1.6o/"Age of offender

0.7Yo1.9o/oGuidelines are too harsh

1.3o/o2.6ToAlready sentenced in a different court

0,4o/"2.8o/"Small amount of drugs

1.6o/"3.5"/"Offender was not princ¡pal perpetrator

O.7o/"4.5o/oOffender has psychological or phys¡cal problems

4.O/"4.7o/oOffender cooperated with authorities

4.2o/o4.8o/"Offender has no ser¡ous pr¡or record

8.5o/o9.7ToOffender has good potential for rehabilitation

4.5o/o11.6o/oAlternative sentence (e.9. CDlor lntensive Probation)

17.6o/"15.2/"Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain

31.5/o22.80/No reason g¡ven

7t92-2t931t91-6t92MITIGATING REASON GIVEN
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DISPLAY 8
' Display 8 presents the
analysis of cases which judges
chose mitigating reasons for
deparling from guidelines recom-
mendations in sentences for drug
offenses. Reasons are presented
for cases sentenced under both
the first and second set ofsen-
tencing guidelines. This analysis
is somewhat limited because of
the large number of cases in
which judges failed to cite a
reason for departing from the
guidelines. For example, judges
did not provide a reason for
deparbure on 22.87o of the work
sheets received during the first
set ofguidelines, and that per-
centage increased to 3I.57o for
work sheets received under the
second (current) set of guidelines.
The guidelines are a voluntary
decision aid designed to assist
'iudges in sentencing. However,
when judges frnd the guidelines
inappropriate for a particular
case, they are asked to voluntar-
ily provide a reason for departure
These departure reasons are
requested to help the Sentencing
Guidelines Committee and staff
as they monitor the use of the
guidelines.

¡ As can be seen in Display 8,
when judges mitigated and
specifred a reason, the most
commonly cited reason was that
the sentence was agreed to
during plea bargain negotiations.
In the course ofplea negotia-
tions, a defendant may be more
likely to agree to a plea if the
negotiated sentence falls below
the sentencing guidelines recom-
mendation for that parhicular case.

. Another frequently cited
reason for a mitigated sentence
was the use of an alternative
sentence. Judges in Virginia
have a variety of sentencing
options, including bootcamp,
intensive supervision, and
electronic monitoring. These
alternative programs divert
offenders who would normally be
sentenced to prison into commu-
nity programs.

¡ As of 7-I-92, the cover sheet
for the sentencing guidelines
work sheet was redesigned to

collect more information on
sentences involving alternative
sanctions. As a result, imposition
of an alternative sanction as a
reason for departure is down from
the initial guidelines period
because specific alternatives are
now more likely to be mentioned.
For example, under the first set
of guidelines, a sentence to
bootcamp was cited as a depar-
ture reason inL.SVo of the cases,
whereas this was cited as a
departure reason in5.47o of the
cases sentenced under the second
set of guidelines.

. Judges also frequently cited
the offender's potential for
rehabilitation as a mitigating
factor in sentencing. This factor
was cited ín9.77o of the cases
under the first set of guidelines
and8.5la of the cases under the
second set ofguidelines. Judges
have also cited the fact that the
offender cooperated with authori-
ties as a reason for a mitigated
sentence. Given that many drug
cases involve multiple defen-
dants, it is not surprising that
some offenders choose to cooper-
ate with authoritieg.

. Judges have cited the small
amount of drugs involved as a
reason for mitigating drug offense
sentences, but it is not a fre-
quently cited reason. It was cited
in2.87o of these cases underthe
first set of sentencing guidelines,
and in 0.4Vo of t]ne cases under
the second set of guidelines. The
drug sentencing guidelines have
been criticized for their failure to
consider drug amount when
determining a sentence recom-
mendation.

. During the past few years,
there appeared to have been a
stern judicial attitude towards
the sanctioning ofdrug offenders.
Today, judges appear to have
become more willing to sentence
below the low end ofthe drug
guidelines recommendation. This
could reflect a changing judicial
philosophy toward drug offend-
ers, or possibly an increase in the
availability and publicity of
alternative or intermediate
sanctions.
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Display 9

JUDICIAL REASONS FOR DRUG OFFENSE SENTENCE AGGRAVATION

Total will not equal 100%o because multiple departure reasons may be recorded for each work sheet. Reasons
not included in this table are cited .1% or less.

0.4ToO.0o/"Offender played a substant¡al role

2.2o/"0.1%Offender sentenced cons¡stently with codefendant

O.Oo/"0.2a/"Offender threatened to kill a w¡tness

0.0o/"O.2o/"Judge wanted suspended time over defendant's head

0.0o/o0.2o/"Sentenced under 19.2-31 1, Youthful Offender

0.0o/o0.4o/oAlready sentenced in a different court

0.0To0.4T"Particularly harmful drugs (e.9. PCP, crack, etc.)

0.0o/o0.4o/"Deterrence

0.4Yo0.4o/"Offender has bad school/work record, needs structure

0.0/"0.7o/"Firearm was used in the commiss¡on of the offense

0.4o/o1.0o/""Community Sentiment" dictates a harsher sentence

0.0o/"1.1o/oOffender failed to cooperate with author¡ties

0.9/o1.3o/oSentenced consistently w¡th judge's other sentences

4.0To1.5o/oGuidelines are unrealistic in this case

1.3o/o2.2o/oAggravati ng c¡ rcumstances

0.9o/o2.9o/"Offender immersed in drug culture

1.3o/o2.9o/"Offender has psychological problems

3.6ø/"3.4%Offender has poor rehab¡l¡tation potent¡al

0.Oo/"4.ÛYoOffenders who sell drugs should be incarcerated

8.5o/o5.5o/oUnspecif ied unusual c¡rcumstances

5.4o/o6.5o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury

13.9o/"7.8o/"Drug amount or pur¡ty

12.1o/o10.1o/"Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain

15.2o/"17.6o/"Offender's pr¡or record

27.4o/o26.0o/"No reason glven

7t92-2t931191-6t92AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN
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DISPLAY 9
' Display9 presents the resulLs
of an analysis of cases in which
judges chose aggravating reasons
for deparbing from guidelines
recommendations in sentences for
drug offenses. Sentences which
aggravate from sentencing guide-
Iines recommendations, either by
sending offenders to prison who
were not recommended for prison or
by sentencing offenders to longer
sentences than recommended by
the guidelines, occurred tnl}Vo of
the cases for which work sheets
were received under the first set of
guidelines and in 8Vo of t}re cases for
which work sheets were received
under the second set of drug
guidelines. Judges failed to cite a
specific reason for sentencing above
the guidelines recommendation in
over one-quarter ofthese cases

under both sets of guidelines.

. Whenjudges sentenced above
the recommended guidelines range,
the most commonly cited reason for
aggravation was the offendels prior
record. However, prior record
convictions are explicitþ considered
and weighted in the guidelines.
There are hvo possible explanations
forthis departure reason. First,
judges may feel that prior convic-
tions are not being weighted heavily
enough by the guidelines. Second,
judges may be considering other
aspects ofprior record (such as

arrests) which are not consideredby
the guidelines.

. As was the case with mitigated
sentences, plea bargain agreement-s
were frequently cited as a reason for
aggravated sentences. One possible
explanation for this may be that
there is great disparity in sentenc-
ing behveen judges and juries in
drug cases. It is common knowledge
among members of the defense bar
that juries tend to impose more
severe sentences than judges,
especially for drug cases. Therefore,
offenders may agree to plea bar-
gains for judge-imposed sentences,

even if the sentence is above the
guidelines recommendation, rather
than go before ajury and risk an
even more severe sentence.

. Drug amountwas also fre-
quently cited reasons for aggra-
vated sentences. The Sentencing
Guidelines Committee and staff
have continued to review the effects
of drug amount and drug type
when developing drug offense work
sheets. However, the small number
of cases which have involved large
amounts of drugs hinders this
effort. Also, sentences forlarge
drug amounts have not been
consistently more harsh than
sentences for lesser quantities. The
result is that analysis ofthe effects
of drug amount and t¡pe has failed
to yield recommendations for
substantially greater sentences
based on drug quantity. Some
judges have noted that the role of
the offenderin a drug crime is a
more important consideration in
sentencing than the type or
quantity of drug involved. For
example, drug couriers who are not
centrally involved in the drug trade
may receive more moderate
sentences than career criminals
who deal in small amounts of
drugs.

. It is also interesting to note
that under the earlier set of
sentencing guidelines, judges cited
'bffenders who sell drugs shouldbe
incarcerated' as a reason tn 4.87o of
the aggravated departure sen-
tences. However, under the more
recent second set ofguidelines, this
reason was not cited on any work
sheets received. This may indi-
cated that the judicial atbitude
towards the sentencing of offenders
who sell drugs has shiÍìed. As
previousiy seen in Display 8, some
judges have considered the
offendels potential for rehabilita-
tion.
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Display 10

SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE
For Specific Drug Offenses
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DISPLAY 1O

. Display 10 presents compli-
ance rates for several specifrc
drug offenses. While sentences
for drug offenses are generally
in compliance, some specific
drug offenses have far higher or
far lower compliance than the
overall drug compliance level
would suggest.

r Sentences for possession of a
Schedule I/II drug such as

cocaine had a very high compli-
ance rate. More than 807o of
these sentences were within the
guidelines recommendation for
both the first (837o) and the
second (82Vo) sets ofsentencing
guidelines.

o The compliance rate for
sentences involving the sale of
marijuana dropped between the
first and second sets ofsentenc-
ing guidelines. Under the first
set,,767o of the sentences were
within the guidelines recommen-
dation. This decreased seven
percentage points, to 697o, under
the second set ofguidelines.

. When judges sentenced
outside the recommended range
for sale of marijuana, their
direction of departure reversed
between the two sets of guide-
lines. Sentences were four times
more likely to be aggravated
under the first set of guidelines
than mitigated. However, under
the second set of guidelines,
sentences were more likely to be
mitigated than aggravated.

. The proportion ofsentences
within the recommended range
for sale of Schedule I or II drugs
for accommodation remained
constant for the two sets of
guidelines. Similarly, the ratio
of two mitigated sentences for
every three aggravated did not
change with the version of the
sentencing guidelines in effect.

. Judges were least likely to

sentence within the guidelines
recommendation for sale of a
Schedule I/II drug. Under the
frrst set of guidelines, T2To of the
sentences were in compliance.
This figure dropped lo only 67Vo

during the second set of guide-
lines.

. Most of the departures for
sale of a Schedule I/II drug were
mitigated (2L7o under the first
set of guidelines;281o under the
second set). Clearly,for a
substantial minority of cases,
judges view the sentencing
guidelines recommendations for
sale of a Schedule I/II drug as
unduly harsh.

¡ As discussed in Display 9,
the sentencing guidelines have
been criticized because they do
not distinguish between a
typical drug sale and a sale
involving large amounts of
drugs. Iflarge quantities of
drugs are associated with higher
sentences, then the expected
direction forjudges to depart
from the guidelines should be
toward aggravating the sen-
tence. The observed sentence
mitigation pattern indicates that
the criticism may be unfounded.

. Examination of the numbers
and percentages suggest that
the drop in compliance is being
"driven" by the mitigation of
sentences for the sale of Sched-
ule I/II drugs. While the in-
crease in the percentage of
selling marijuana cases that
were mitigated is also notable,
the number of cases is small
compared to the sale of Schedule
I/II drugs category.
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Display 11

SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Drug Offenses
(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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DISPLAY 11
. As noted in Display 3,
judicial compliance with guide-
lines recommendations varied
considerably across the 31

circuits when considering all
guidelines offenses together.
Similarly, within any given
offense category, guidelines
compliance varies across cir-
cuits. Display 11- presents the
compliance rate with drug
offense guidelines for each
judicial circuit under the fìrst
set of guidelines. Compliance
rates by circuit for the other
seven offense categories covered
by the guidelines can be found in
Appendix B.

. The sentencing guidelines
recommendations represent a
statewide average for the most
recent five-year period. Because
the recommendations represent
an average, it is not surprising
to see some variation in compli-
ance across circuits. This
variation may represent local
sentencing philosophy, but may
also be influenced by unique
factors such as local practices
regarding prosecution or avail-
able alternative sentencing
programs.

. Under the frrst set of guide-
lines, sentencing compliance
patterns varied substantially,
with a high compliance rate of
95Vo in Circuit 11 (the Peters-
burg area) to a 1ow rate of 57Vo

in Circuit 22 (Lhe Danville area).
The highest percentage of
mitigated sentences was found
in Circuit 21 (the Martinsville
area), where 267o of all sen-
tences fell below guidelines
recommendations. The highest
percentage of aggravated depar-
tures from guidelines recom-
mendations was in Círcuil 22,
with a 407o rate,

. The frve circuits with the
highest percentage of cases in
compliance during the first set
of guidelines were Circuits 2
(Virginia Beach),5 (the Suffolk
area), 10 (the Buckingham-
Mecklenburg area), 1l- (the
Petersburg area), and 16 (the
Charlottesville area). The five
circuits with the lowest compli-
ance percentages were Circuits 6
(the Emporia area), 12 (lhe
Chesterfreld area), 20 (the
Loudon area), 22 (the Danville
area), and29 (the Grundy area).

. The Tidewater area, Circuits
1,2,3, 4, 5,7 and 8, had high
compliance levels. Only Circuit
8's (Hampton) rate of 777o fell
below the statewide average
compliance rate (787o). Circuits
in the Northern Virginia sub-
urbs of the Washington area,
including Circuits L7 , L8, 19 , 20 ,

and 31 , had lower compliance
levels than any Tidewater
circuit. For Circuits 17 (Arling-
ton), 18 (Alexandria), and 19
(Fairfax), the lower compliance
rates with guidelines recommen-
dations were due mostly to
downward departures from
recommendations.
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Display 12

SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

For Drug Ottenses
(7-1-92 to 2-1 -93)
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DISPLAY 12
. Display 12 completes the
review of drug sentencing
guidelines compliance by pre-
senting the compliance rate for
each judicial circuit under the
second set ofguidelines, in effect
beginning in July 1, 1992. As
noted in Display 7, statewide
compliance with drug offense
guidelines dropped from 79Vo

under the first set of guidelines
to747o under the second set. A
comparison of this display with
the previous display reveals that
compliance for most circuits
dropped under the second set of
guidelines.

. Since the revised statewide
work sheets were implemented,
compliance has remained
highest among many of the same
circuits with high compliance
rates shown in Display 11:
Circuits 5,7,II and 16. The
five circuits with the lowest
compliance rates were Circuits
L8,20,2!,27 and 29.

. When the periods in which
the first and second sets of
guidelines were in effect are
compared, compliance decreased
in 19 circuits. Circuit 21 (the
Martinsville area) had the
sharpest decrease in compliance,
dropping 22 percentage points.
This drop is explained by an
increase in the number of cases
sentenced below the guidelines
recommendation. Across the
circuits, there was a general
trend toward more mitigated
sentences, as noted in Display 7.

. A decrease in compliance
rate occurred in several larger
circuits. For example, Circuits 2
(Virginia Beach), 1 3 (Richmond),
and 19 (Fairfax) showed declines
in compliance rates mainly due
to increases in mitigated sen-
tences. The tendency to miti-
gate drug offense sentences was
present in Circuits 2 and 19
under the first set of guidelines
and increased during the second
set. However, Circuit 13 dis-
played a tendency to sentence
above the guidelines recommen-
dations using the lirst set of
guidelines work sheets, while
more evenly splitting departures
above and below the guidelines
recommendations under the
second set of guidelines.

o Overall compliance in-
creased in 11 circuits, while
remaining the same in Circuit 3.

. Although many circuits had
similar compliance rates under
both the first and second sets of
guidelines, there was one
notable exception: Círcuit 22
shifted from being the circuit
with the lowest compliance rate
under the frrst set of guidelines
(577o) to being one of the highest
compliance (917o) circuits under
the second set ofguidelines.
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Display 13
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N=123 N=55

SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE

For Specific Sexual Assault Offenses
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DISPLAY 13
. Display 13 presents compli-
ance with sentencing guidelines
recommendations for specific
types ofsexual assault offenses.
Sexual assault sentences were
examined in more detail because
compliance rates for these
offenses are consistently lower
than compliance rates for all
other offenses covered by the
guidelines. Judges complied
with sexual assault recommen-
dations 607a of tlne time during
the first set of guidelines, and
617o dwing the second set of
guidelines.

. An examination of sentenc-
ing practices for specific types of
sexual assault offenses may
indicate reasons for the low
compliance rates in these cases.
As seen in Display 13, depar-
tures from the guidelines for all
sexual assault cases combined
are relatively evenly split
between mitigated and aggra-
vated sentences.

o However, when examined
for specifrc types of offenses, this
apparent balance disappears.
Departure reasons vary dra-
matically according to offense
type. Judges often mitigate
recommended sentences in cases
of forcible rape and sodomy. For
example, forcible rape and
sodomy cases involving victims
age 13 or more had compliance
rates of 537o and 547o under the
first and second sets ofguide-
lines, respectively. Under both
sets ofguidelines, 417o of all
sentences for these cases fell
below the guidelines recommen-
dations.

o Conversely, judges often
sentenced above the guidelines
recommendations for cases of
aggravated sexual battery. For
example, sentences for aggra-
vated sexual battery of a victim
age 13 or more had compliance
rates of 637o under both the first

and second sets ofguidelines.
Judges sentenced above the
guidelines in26Vo of the cases
for the first set of guidelines and
257o ofthe cases for the second
set.

. Judging from these results,
it appears thatjudges consider
the rape/forcible sodomy guide-
lines recommendations too
harsh in many cases, and the
aggravated sexual battery
recommendations too lenient.

. Display 13 also presents
compliance rates for sexual
assault sentences in cases
involving victims younger than
13 years ofage (this distinction
is also made on the guidelines
work sheets). However, the age
ofthe victim did not appear to
influence departure patterns,
and age of the victim was ruled
out as an explanation for the
low compliance levels in sexual
assault cases.

. Other possible explanations
for the low compliance rates for
these offenses were also exam-
ined. For example, plea nego-
tiations involve reductions of
the offense at indictment, with
offenders agreeing to plead
guilty to a lesser charge. Rape
charges are sometimes reduced
in this way, with the offender
pleading guilty to aggravated
sexual battery rather than rape.
At sentencing, however, a judge
may consider the "real" offense
behavior (rape) and impose a
sentence substantially harsher
than the typical sentence for
aggravated sexual battery. This
practice may account for some
upward departures from guide-
lines recommendations for the
aggravated sexual battery cases.

. There is some evidence that
compliance rates in forcible rape
and sodomy cases are related to
the nature of the relationship
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DISPLAY 13
Continued

between the victim and offender.
For example, most of these cases
involve offenders and victims
who know each other, and often
are members of the same family.
Judges tend to mitigate sen-
tences in these cases more often
than in cases involving victims
and offenders who do not know
one another. These cases
influence the departure direc-
tion for all forcible rape and
sodomy cases toward mitigation.

. The consistent departure
pattern presented in this display
highlights the need for contin-
ued close examination of sexual
assault guidelines. In 1993, the
Judicial Sentencing Guidelines
Committee completed a supple-
mental study of a random
sample of I,149 convicted sexual
assault cases. Pre-Sentence
Investigation report narratives
were analyzed to supplement
existing information in the
following areas: when and where
the assaults occurred, victim
injury, victim-offender relations,
and more details of the crime.

. Unfortunatelv, the results of
this study did not identify
additional legal factors for the
work sheets. Instead, the

results revealed the great
diversity of sexual assault cases,
and that more information on
victim injury needs to be col-
lected.

. The special study did reveal
some important findings. For
example, three-fourths of all
convictions in the sample
involved a sexual assault on a
child under eighteen years old,
and almost half of the victims
were under the age of thirteen.
In 807o of all sampled cases, the
victim knew the offender. The
most likely place for children to
be victimized was in their own
home. Taken as a whole, the
results highlight the substantial
diversity in sexual assault cases
that may lie at the heart of the
pattern of high departures.
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FUTURE PLANS
The future plans for the

Virginia Judicial Sentencing
Guidelines have been developed
by the Judicial Sentencing
Guidelines Committee using
comments from circuit court
judges and other guidelines
users. The future plans fall into
four main categories: (1) revis-
ing work sheet formats as
needed, for example, including
more two-column formats and
expanded detail on legal re-
straint; (2) investigating work
sheet submission problems
through an audit oflocal proce-
dures; (3) determining if the
statewide sentencing guidelines
system is reducing unwarranted
sentencing disparity; and (4)
studying recidivism "risk"
factors to help identify good
candidates for Virginia's inter-
mediate sanction programs such
as home electronic incarceration
and intensive supervised proba-
tion.

ON-GOING WORK SHEET
REVISION

First, guidelines users can
expect continued incremental
changes to the work sheets.
Work sheets will be updated as
each new year ofhistorical
sentencing data becomes avail-
able, and additional changes will
be made as problems or limita-
tions to existing work sheets are
identified. For example, the
expanded detail on legal re-
straint was included on the
second set of statewide guide-
Iines beginning July I,1992
because the analysis of the
historical data showed it was
appropriate. As a result, offend-
ers on certain types ofrestraint,
such as parole, receive greater
penalties than those on another
form oflegal restraint. Sexual
assault is the offense category in
which judges are least likely to
comply with the sentencing
guidelines recommendations. As
noted in Display 13, historically,
judges sentence sexual assault

offenders outside the sentencing
guidelines range more often
than any other offense. Further,
the pattern of departure is
sharply different depending on
the specifrc type of sexual
assault. Sentences are often
mitigated for rapes and aggra-
vated for aggravated sexual
battery.

In response to this low
compliance rate, the Sentencing
Guidelines staff was directed to
undertake a special study of
narrative information contained
on Pre-Sentence Investigation
(PSI) reports completed for
sexual assaults from l-986
through 1990. The results of
this special study did not yield
findings that warranted the
addition of new factors to the
sexual assault sentencing
guidelines work sheets. How-
ever, this research was ham-
pered by the lack of detailed
information in most PSIs.
Therefore, efforts will be under-
taken to ensure that more
detailed information on sex
offense cases is systematically
collected on the PSI and made
available for analysis.

The Sentencing Guidelines
Committee has also approved
several changes in the current
work sheets in response to user
concerns. The two-column
scoring format appears on five of
the current work sheets, and
shading is used to distinguish
the columns. For certain speci-
fied factors, the nature ofthe
primary offense determines
which column will be completed.
This format is used where there
is evidence thatjudges count a
specifìed factor differently
depending on the particular
primary offense involved. For
example, judges sentence
offenders to longer terms for an
identicai additional offense if the
primary offense was a first
degree murder rather than
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another type of homicide. Two-
column formats are planned for
future work sheets as the
analysis justifies their use.

Another legal factor that
continues to be revised as
needed involves legal restraint
at the time of offense. The
scoring of legal restraint contin-
ues to be revised on some work
sheets from a simple presence or
absence oflegal restraint to
more categories based on the
type oflegal restraint. Types of
legal restraint such as parole,
probation, or Community
Diversion Incentive programs
receive higher scores than other
forms of legal restraint.

Analysis continues on other
legal factors such as victim
injury, weapon use, and prior
juvenile criminal record. Revi-
sions to work sheets will occur
as the analyses show their need.

AUDITS OF WORK SHEET
SUBMISSION

The second plan entails
auditing for work sheet submis-
sion problems. The submission
of completed work sheets to the
Judicial Sentencing Guidelines
Committee has been a priority
for the Committee since the
program became statewide in
January, 1991 . As discussed in
the Virginia Sentencing Guide-
lines manual, the Judicial
Sentencing Guidelines Commit-
tee requests that a work sheet
be completed for every case
involving a conviction for an
offense covered by the sentenc-
ing guidelines. The work sheet
should be shown to the judge,
who signs the work sheet and
directs it to be sent to the
Judicial Sentencing Guidelines
Committee. Information con-
cerning the judge's decision,
including the decision to sen-
tence within or outside the
guidelines range and the reason-
ing for departing if this occurs,
is crucial for providing the

Committee with feedback from
colleagues concerning specifrc
work sheets.

The staffreported to the
Committee early in 1991 that
work sheets were not being
received at the anticipated rate.
Some particular districts were
identified as having submission
problems in the first few months
of 1991. The staff made tele-
phone contacts with work sheet
preparers and clerks, and
improvements were noted for
those jurisdictions.

However, work sheet sub-
missions still fall below antici-
pated levels, both statewide and
in many jurisdictions. This
problem can be seen in two
ways: by comparing work sheets
submitted by similar jurisdic-
tions, and by comparing the
number of work sheets submit-
ted to the number of Pre-Sen-
tence Investigation reports
submitted. For example, as
noted in Display 3, Virginia
Beach (Circuit 2),lnad far more
work sheets submitted than
Richmond (Circuit 13). How-
ever, both circuits had similar
numbers of convictions for
guidelines offenses. Many other
discrepancies ofthis sort appear
when comparing jurisdictions.

Similar discrepancies are
found when the number of work
sheets submitted is compared to
the number of PSIs. One would
not expect an exact one-to-one
correspondence between work
sheets received and PSIs.
However, if work sheets were
being submitted properly, the
staff would receive consistent
proportions ofwork sheets and
PSIs across judges and circuits.
Instead, the proportion ofwork
sheets received to PSIs varied
widely, indicating that some
work sheets are not being
submitted.

Using these indicators, as
well as anecdotal evidence, the
staff reported to the Committee
that work sheet submission
'remains a problem. The Com-
mittee ordered the staff to
conduct an audit of some juris-
dictions to identify the possible
source(s) of the problem.

The audit will begin with
interviews of all relevant per-
sonnel involved during work
sheet preparation and submis-
sion. Then, court records will be
accessed in an attempt to locate
work sheets that may have not
been mailed. The results of this
special study will determine the
next steps in correcting the
submission problem. More
information will be provided to
the Sentencing Guidelines
Committee and the Judicial
Conference of Virginia after this
initial audit is completed.

UNWARRANTED SENTENC-
ING DISPARITYANALYSIS

As noted in the Overview,
the Virginia Sentencing Guide-
lines were intended to establish
"rational and consistent sentenc-
ing standards that reduce
unwarranted sentencing dispar-
iby." The results of the Pilot
Program Evaluation, published
in 1989, indicated that disparity
had been reduced in the pilot
circuits. No evaluation has been
done since statewide implemen-
tation of the program. The
Judicial Sentencing Guidelines
Committee has directed the staff
to prepare an analysis ofthe
impact of the statewide guide-
lines on reducing unwarranted
disparity. Work on this direc-
tive is currently underway.

Currently, the plan calls for
the disparity analysis to evalu-
ate the statewide guidelines on
two criteria, consistency and
neutrality, along lines similar to
the pilot program evaluation.
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The frrst criterion, consistency,
is the probability that similarly-
situated offenders with similar
crimes receive similar sentences
The second criterion for dispar-
ity analysis is neutrality, the
impartiality of sentencing based
on the legal factors ofthe case
rather than extralegal factors
such as race and gender.

Committee staff is currently
working on the methodology for
evaluating the statewide pro-
gram on these two criteria. The
basic research design involves a
comparison of sentencing
behavior before and after
statewide implementation of the
voluntary sentencing guidelines.
Results will be presented to the
Sentencing Guidelines Commit-
tee and the Judicial Conference
of Virginia as they become
available.

RECIDIVISM AND RISK
ASSESSMENT

Another future development
is anticipated in the area of
offender risk of recidivism. The
current cover page to all work
sheets contains a box in the
bottom left corner for recording
more detailed information on the
actual sentence imposed by the
court. Many of these sentence
categories represent relatively
recent programs designed to
provide alternative sanctions for
some offenders. These alterna-
tives include electronic monitor-
ing, bootcamp, and community
diversion incentive programs.
This information will be used
with upcoming analyses of
recidivism among Virginia
felons.

Intermediate sanctions are
intended to divert some offend-
ers from prisons, leaving space
in overcrowded prisons for the
most serious offenders. Program
rules regarding which offenders
are eligible for placement in
alternatives vary according to

the program. However, it is
generally true that the severity
ofthe current offense is one
criterion, while some assessment
ofthe "risk" an offender poses
for future crime may be another
criterion in judicial sentencing
decisions. In general, then, a
principal target group for
intermediate sanctions are
offenders who are serious
enough to likely receive prison
sentences yet not among the
most serious prison-bound
offenders in terms of their
current offense or their "risk" of
reoffending.

The Sentencing Guidelines
database can be used to help
identify those offenders whose
case circumstances would
historically likely warrant a
prison sentence. A comparison of
the recommended sentence to
the actual sentence for these
offenders would allow a determi-
nation of whether intermediate
sanctions are being imposed on
offenders whose case circum-
stances historically would likely
have resulted in a prison sen-
tence. Recidivism research may
provide judges with better
information on which to base an
assessment of an offender's
future "risk."

Future products of recidi-
vism research may provide a
supplemental work sheet to be
used after a judge reviews the
Sentencing Guidelines work
sheet summ arizing historical
sentencing patterns. The new
supplement would seek to
explicitly recognize offenders
who are least at risk for recidi-
vism when sentencing decisions
are made. The new work sheet
could take the form of a risk
assessment scale that may
provide judges with a prediction
ofthe relative risk ofreoffending
for a particular offender based
on his or her risk assessment

category. After completion of
this research, a pilot program
may be recommended. If imple-
mented and judged successful,
the judiciary may elect to
expand the program statewide.
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APPENDIX A:
Sentencing Guidelines Offenses

Departure Reasons
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JUDICIAL REASONS FOR ASSAULT OFFENSE SENTENCE DEPARTURE

Total will not equal 100% because multiple departure reasons may be recorded tor each work sheet. Reasons not included in
this table are cited .4% ot íess.

42

0.0o/"1.0Y"Sentenced under 19.2-311, Youthful Offender

0.0To1.Oo/oOffender placed on electronic monitoring

0.o%1.O/oOffender failed to cooperate with authorit¡es

0.0/"2.O/oFirearm was used in the commission of the offense

2.1a/2.O/"Offender has psychological problems

2.1o/"3.OY"Offender has poor rehabilitation potent¡al

6.4T"3.Oo/oSentencing guidel¡nes' recommendation is too low

6.4o/"3.Oo/oOffender knew of v¡ct¡m's vulnerability

10.6%8.1"/"Offender's prior record

12.8/"12.1o/oSentence was recommended by a jury
12.8%13.1%Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain

12.8o/o14.1o/oNo reason given

10.60lo'15.2o/"Victim injury not adequately weighed

23.4o/"17.2o/oSeriousness of offense; facts of the case

AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN 1t91-6t92 7t92-2t93

0.0/oO.4YoOffender cooperated with authorities

2.1Y"0.4YoAlternative sentence (e.9., CDI or lntens¡ve Probation)

O.0o/"O.8ToOffender prov¡des support to his/her family

0.0o/oO.8T"Sentenced cons¡stently w¡th a codefendant

0.0o/"O.8o/"Offender's mot¡ves or ¡ntent¡ons are ¡n doubt

O.Oo/"o.8Y"Sentenced under 19.2-3f 1, YouthfulOffender

2.1a/"1.3IoAlready sentenced in a different court

2.1o/o2.1o/oWeak ev¡dence

0.0o/o3.4o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury
2.lo/o3.4YoAge of the offender

4.3T"4.2o/oOffender has good potent¡al for rehabilitation

0.0o/o4.2o/oSentencing guidelines are too harsh

10.6o/o4.7o/"Unspecif ied unusual c¡rcumstances

4.3o/"5.1%Victim wants a len¡ent sentence

4.3o/o5.SYoOffender has no ser¡ous pr¡or record

2.1Y"5.9o/"Offender has psychological or phys¡cal problems

10.6o/o7.6o/oVictim was an initiator, aggressor or provoker

25.5Yo21.6Y"No reason g¡ven

29.8o/"25.8o/oSentence agreed upon during a plea bargain

7t92-2t931191-6t92MITIGATING REASON GIVEN



JUDICIAL REASONS FOR BURGLARY OFFENSE SENTENCE DEPARTURE

Total w¡ll not
this table are

100% because multiple
.2o/ø or less.

reasons mayequal
cited

O.O/"0.3o/"Judge wanted suspended time over defendant's head
O.Oo/oO.3o/"Sentenced u nder 18.2-254 (treatment)
O.Oo/o0.3o/oOffender placed on electronic monitoring
O.0o/o0.3/oOffender sentenced to work release
O.0o/"0.3o/oAlready sentenced in a different court
0.0/"0.SYoDrugs were ¡nvolved
1.Oo/"0.3T"Offender has poor school/work record, needs structure
2.9/"0.5%Offender failed to cooperate w¡th author¡ties
O.Oo/"O.8o/oOffender sentenced to Bootcamp proqram
O.0o/"0.8Y"Sentenced under 19.2-311, Youthful Offender
o.0%0.8o/"Offender not amenable to supervised probation
O.0o/oO.8o/"Offender knew of v¡ct¡m's vulnerab¡l¡ty
1.0Y"1.1o/oVictim injury not adequately weighed
2.9a/"'l .1o/"Offender has a substance abuse problem
0.0o/o1,1"/o"Community Sentiment" dictates a harsher sentence
1.0o/"1.4o/oSentenced cons¡stently with iudge's other sentences
1.9Y"1.6o/0Offender sentenced cons¡stently w¡th codefendant
1.Oo/"2.4o/oDeterrence
3.8/"3.8/oSentence was recommended by a jury
3.8o/"4.6o/oOffender has poor rehabilitation potent¡al
5.7o/"5.7o/oGuidelines are unreal¡stic in this case

2't.0%12.7o/"Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a p¡ea bargain
16.2%15.9o/"Offender's prior record
11.4%16.5/"Unspecif ied unusual c¡rcumstances
24.8T"24.3o/oNo reason given

AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN 1t91-6t92 7t92-2t93

O.O/"0.2o/"Offender prov¡des support to his/her family
o.0%0.2/oSuspended time needed to enforce treatment
0.0To0.2o/oSentenced u nder 1 8.2-254 (treatment)
0.0Y"0.5o/oSentenced under 19.2-311, Youthful Offender
4.3T"0.5o/"Offender's mot¡ves or ¡ntentions are ¡n doubt
'l .4o/"0.5T"Offender sentenced to Bootcamp proqram
2.1"/"O.7o/"Weak ev¡dence
O.7o/"O.9"/oOffender sentenced consistent¡y with codefendant
2.1o/"0.9o/oGuidelines are too harsh
O.0o/"1.2o/"Age of offender
0.0o/"1,4o/"Offender was not principal perpetrator
2.1%'l ,4"/"Sentence was recommended by a iury
o.o%1.6o/oVictim wants a lenient sentence
2.1o/o1.9o/oUnspecif ied unusual c¡rcumstances
2.1o/"3.3o/"Offender has psychological or physical problems
2.8o/"3.3Y"Offender has no ser¡ous pr¡or record
4.3o/o5.1o/oOffender cooperated w¡th author¡t¡es
6.4o/o7.Oo/oOffender has good potential for rehabilitation
2.1o/o7.2o/oOffender will recieve time as a result of other act¡ons
0.7Y"9.1o/oAlternative sentence (e.q., CDI or Intensive Probation)

28.4T"24.5o/"Sentence aqreed upon dur¡nq a plea barqain
32.6T"26.1Y"No reason qiven

7t92-2t931t91-6t92MITIGAT¡NG REASON GIVEN
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each work sheet. Reasons not included in



Total will not
this table are

JUDICIAL REASONS FOR FRAUD OFFENSE SENTENCE DEPARTURE

equal 100% because multiple departure reasons may be recorded for each work sheet. Reasons not included ¡n
cited less than .4%.

1.4o/oO.Oo/"Offender placed on electronic monitoring
o.0%O.5o/oOffender was the leader
O.Oo/"O.5/oOffender may not be able to pay rest¡tut¡on
0.OT"O.5o/"Offender sentenced cons¡stently w¡th codefendant
0.0Y"O.5o/"Sentenced u nder 18.2-254 (treatment)
O.0Y"O.5o/"Offender is an illegalalien
O.0o/"O.9ToAlready sentenced in a different court
0.0Y"1.4o/"Deterrence
0.0To1.4o/"Drugs were ¡nvolved
0.0o/"1.4o/o"Community Sent¡ment" dictates a harsher sentence
1.4o/"1.4o/"Offender has psychological problems
2.7Yo3.2o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury
4.1o/"3.2IoOffender has poor rehabilitation potential
0.ÙYo4.1o/oOffender failed to cooperate w¡th author¡ties
0.0/o5.0Y"Guidelines are unreal¡stic in this case

12.2To9.0IoUnspecified unusual c¡rcumstances
16.2To13.1ToSentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain
23.0o/"22.1IoOffender's pr¡or record
33.8%28.8I"No reason g¡ven

AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN 1t92-6t92 7t92-2t93

0.0T"O.4o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury
0.Oo/"O.4I"Offender's motives or ¡ntent¡ons are ¡n doubt
O.Oo/"O.4o/"Sentenced u nder 18.2-254 (treatment)
O.Oo/"O.4/oSuspended time needed to enforce treatment
2.6/"0.4ToAge of offender
2.6o/"0.4YoFinding under advisement
0.0/o1.5o/"Offender provides support to his/her family
1.3o/o1.5o/"Weak evldence
0.0Y"1.90/"Offender has no ser¡ous pr¡or record
1.3%1.9o/"Offender cooperated with authorities
2.6o/o2.7YoGuidelines are too harsh
O.0o/"3.1o/oVictim wants a len¡ent sentence
3.8o/"3.1IoOffender has psychological or phys¡cal problems
6.4o/"4.2o/oUnspecified unusual c¡rcumstances
1.!Yo7.7o/oAlternative sentence (e.9., CDlor ¡ntens¡ve Probation)
6.AYo8.1Y"Offender has good potent¡al for rehabilitation
3.8Y"1O.4o/oAlready sentenced in a different court

34.6To23.5YoNo reason g¡ven
30.8%26.9T"Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain

7t92-2t931t92-6t92MITIGATING REASON GIVEN
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JUDICIAL REASONS FOR HOMICIDE OFFENSE SENTENCE DEPARTURE

Total will not equal 100% because multiple departure Íeasons may be rccorded tor each work sheet. Reasons not

5.0o/o0.0T"A mandatory sentence needed to be imposed

5.OYo0.0/"Sentenced under 19.2-311, Youthful Offender

0.OYo2.6%Offender has poor rehabil¡tation potent¡al

0.0%2.6o/"Offender failed to cooperate w¡th author¡ties

0.OT"2.6T"Multiple v¡ct¡ms or ¡ncidents

O.O/"2.6o/"Guidelines are unrealistic in this case

0.0To2.6o/oSentence agreed upon during a plea bargain

0.0o/"5.1Y"Drugs were involved

5.0/o5.1o/"Offender's prior record

0.OYo7.7o/"Victim injury, suffer¡ng not adequately weighed

30.0%17.9o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury

25.0o/"23.'t%Unspecif ied unusual circumstances

30.0%23.1YoNo reason given

AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN 1t91-6t92 7t92-2t93

0.OYo1.Oo/"Rounded gu¡delines' min¡mum to nearest whole year

O.0o/"1.0o/"Jailtime is equivalent to prison

0.0T"1.0o/"Offender's life has been hard

O.0To1.0a/"Offender prov¡des support to his/her family

0.0o/o1.0%Suspended time needed to enforce treatment

O.0o/"2.Oo/"Weak ev¡dence

0.Oo/"2.0T"Guidelines exceeded statutory maximum

7.4o/"2.Oo/"Offender was not principal perpetrator

0.0o/o3.1YoOffender cooperated with authorities

O.0To3.1YoOffender's motives or ¡ntentions are in doubt

11.1o/"3.1o/"Offender has psychological or phys¡cal problems

11.1"/o3.1o/"Age of offender

O.Oo/"4.1%Unspecif ied unusual circumstances

O.0To4.1o/oOffender has no serious pr¡or record

3.7o/o7.1o/"Victim was an initiator, aggressor or provoker

22.2To7.1o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury

O.0o/o8.2/"Offender has good potent¡al for rehabilitation

22.2o/"19.4o/oNo reason given

18.5T"23.5o/oSentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain

7t92-2t931tg't-6t92MITIGATING REASON GIVEN

this table are cited less than 1%.
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included in



JUDICIAL REASONS FOR LARCENY OFFENSE SENTENCE DEPARTURE

will not equal 100% because multiple departure reasons may

O.4o/"O.Oo/oOffender sentenced to weekends in jail
0.Oo/"0.1YoSentenced under 19.2-311, Youthful Offender
0.0o/"0.1YoOffender's life has been hard
O.0o/"O.1ToOffender was not princ¡pal perpetrator
0.0oloO.1ToOffender's motives or ¡ntentions are ¡n doubt
0.0V"0.3ToAge of offender
O.4o/"o3%Suspended time needed to enforce treatment
4.3/"o.3%Finding under advisement
0.4/"0.4o/oSentenced u nder 18.2-254 (treatment)
0.4Yo0.4ToOffender sentenced consistently w¡th codefendant
0.0/o0.6%Offender sentenced to Bootcamp proqram
o.0%O.7o/"Victim wants a lenient sentence
O.4o/"1.Oo/oOffender prov¡des support to his/her family
1.3/o1.3o/"Weak ev¡dence
2.6Io1.9ø/"Offender cooperated with authorities
2.6T"1.90/Offender has no ser¡ous pr¡or record
1.3o/"2.0o/oSentence was recommended bv a iurv
3.8o/"2.ÙYoUnspecif ied unusual c¡rcumstances
1.7o/"3.6T"Guidelines are too harsh
2.6o/"4.1o/"Alternative sentence (e.9., CDlor lntens¡ve Probation)
1.3o/"4.4o/"Offender has psycholoqical or phys¡cal problems
2.6%4.7o/oAlready sentenced in a different court
4.3To6.1Y"Offender has good potent¡al for rehabilitation

30.8%24.7o/"No reason given
36.8%36.0o/"Sentence agreed upon during a plea bargain

7t92-2t931t91-6t92M¡TIGATING REASON GIVEN

0.7o/o0.0YoVictim injury not adequately weighed
1.4o/oO.0YoSentenced cons¡stently w¡th judge's other sentences
o.0%O.2/"Judge wanted suspended time over defendant's head
0.OT"O.2o/oFirearm was used in the commiss¡on of the offense
0.0%O.2o/oOffender sentenced to Bootcamp program
O.0Y"O.2ToOffender knew of v¡ctim's vulnerability
O.0T"0.2T"Offender fails to recogn¡ze ser¡ousness of offense
O.7o/"O.2o/"Offender was the leader
0.7T"O.4T"Drugs were involved
0.0T"O.6YoAlready sentenced in a different court
1.44/"O.6YoSentenced under 19.2-31 1, Youthful Offender
1.4o/"O.6o/oOffender sentenced cons¡stently with codefendant
O.0o/"1.9ToOffender has a substance abuse problem
1,4o/"2.3Y"Offender failed to cooperate with authorities
0.7o/"2.7T"Deterrence
1.4o/"2.7ToGuidelines are unreal¡stic in this case
0.7o/"3.1o/oSentence was recommended by a iury
0.7Y"4.30/Offender has poor rehabilitation potent¡al
7.9a/o10.3%Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea barqain

14.4o/"18.7o/"

Unspecif ied unusual circumstances
Offender's prior record

26.6o/"19.8o/"
36.7"/o28.O/"No reason g¡ven

7t92-2t931t91-6t92AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN

this table are cited less than .1%.
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not included in



JUDICIAL REASONS FOR ROBBERY OFFENSE SENTENCE DEPARTURE

Total will not equal 100"/o because multiple departure reasons may be recotded for each work sheet. Reasons not included in
this table are cited less than .4%.

1.2o/"O.Oo/"Offender sentenced to Bootcamp program
O.O/"O.AYoOffender provides support to his/her family
O.O/oO.4Y"Probation revocations counted too heavily
o.o%O.4T"Offender is/was a member of the armed forces
1.2/o0.4Y"Offender's motives or intent¡ons are in doubt
2.4o/o0.4o/"Finding under advisement

O.Oo/"0.8o/"Guidelines were incorrectly computed
1.2o/"0.8/"Sentenced under 19.2-311, Youthful Offender
0.0o/"1.2/"Victim wants a lenient sentence
0.0/"1.2/oWeak ev¡dence

0.0o/"2.5o/"Offender sentenced cons¡stently w¡th codefendant
0.o%2.9YoAlternative sentence (e.9., CDlor Intensive Probation)
3.5"/"2.9o/"Unspecified unusual c¡rcumstances
1.2/o3.7o/oOffender has psvcholoqical or physical problems
3.5"/"3.7T"Sentence was recommended by a iury

5.90/a3.7V"Offender was not pr¡nc¡pal perpetrator
O.Oo/"4.1o/"Offender cooperated w¡th author¡t¡es
2.4o/"4.1o/"Age of offender

7.1ø/"4.6/"Offender has good potent¡al for rehabilitation
2.4o/"5.O/oAlready sentenced in a different court
7.1o/"7.9YoOffender has no serious prior record

23.5o/"19.5"/oSentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain
30.60lo27.8%No reason given

7t92-2t931t91-6t92MITIGATING REASON GIVEN

2.3o/"0.0%Offender knew of victim's vulnerabilitv
2.3o/"0.Oo/"Guidelines were ¡ncorrectly computed

2.3o/"0.0o/"Offender was the leader

0.OY"0.7o/""Community Sent¡ment" dictates a harsher sentence
0.0o/"o.7%Offender has psychological problems
O.0o/"O.7ToMultiple v¡ct¡ms or inc¡dents
o.o%0.7o/oOffender has poor school/work record, needs structure
0.o%O.7o/"Sentenced consistently w¡th judge's other sentences
2.3%O.7o/"Firearm was used in the commiss¡on of the offense
O.Oo/"2.2o/"Offender failed to cooperate w¡th authorit¡es

4.5o/"2.2o/"Guidelines are unreal¡stic in this case

O.OY"2.9/"Offender sentenced consistently with codefendant

2.3o/"5.1%Offender has poor rehab¡litation potential
6.8/"7.3o/"Sentence was recommended by a jury
4,5"/o8.8T"Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea bargain
4.5To13.1o/"Victim iniury not adequately weighed

13.6o/o13.9o/"Unspecif ied unusual circumstances

13.6o/"19.0%Offender's pr¡or record

34.1o/"2O.4IoNo reason g¡ven

7t92-2t931t91-6t92AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN
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JUDICIAL REASONS FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT OFFENSE SENTENCE DEPARTURE

Total will not equal 100% because multiple departure reasons may be recorded Íor each work sheet. Reasons not included in

1.7o/oO.0ToJudge wanted suspended time over defendant's head
1.7o/"O.Oo/"Offender needs the structure that pr¡son willgive
0.OYoO.5o/oOffender fails to recogn¡ze seriousness of offense
0.0%o.50/lnformation conta¡ned in Victim lmpact Statement
0.0o/"O.5o/"Sentenced consiste W¡th udge's other sentences
0.0To0.50/Offender failed to cooperate with authorities
0.0T"1.1o/oDrugs were ¡nvolved
1.7o/o1.6I"Deterrence
O.O/"2.2YoVictim wants a harsh sentence
O.Oo/"2.2YoMultiple victims or ¡nc¡dents
6.7o/"4.4o/oOffender has poor rehabilitation potent¡al
5.0o/"5.5o/oSentence was recommended by a jury
3.3o/"7.1o/oVictim injury not wel
6.7Yo7.1ø/"Guidelines are unreal¡st¡c ¡n this case
6.7%8.8o/oOffender's pr¡or record

18.3o/"11.5o/oUnspecif ied unusual circumstatnces
8.3o/"13.2ToOffender knew of victim's vulnerab

16.7o/"13.2o/"Sentence agreed upon dur¡ng a plea
21.7o/o18.1o/"No reason given

7t92-2t931t91-6t92AGGRAVATING REASON GIVEN

1.3/oO.0/oFinding under adv¡sement
2.6/"0.0IoAlready sentenced in a different court
O.Oo/"0.5%Offender provides support to his/her family
0.0o/"0.5%Offender sentenced cons¡stently w¡th codefendant
0.OT"O.5"/"Guidelines were ¡ncorrectly computed
O.0T"O.5o/oOffender isiwas a member of the armed forces
1.3o/"O.5o/oAlternative sentence (e.g. CDI or lntensive Probation)
1.3o/oO.5o/oOffender cooperated with authorities
2.6T"O.5o/oGuidelines exceeded statutory maximum
5.2Yo1.1o/"Weak ev¡dence
3.9o/"1.6o/"Victim was an ¡nitiator w¡ll¡ cl
5.2o/"2.2o/oThe victim wants a len¡ent sentence
5.2/"2.7YoVictim and offender are fr¡ends or relat¡ves
1.3/"3.2o/oof offender
1.3o/o3.8o/"Offender has og¡cal or phys¡cal problems
5.2To4.9o/"Unspecified unusual c¡rcumstances
O.0o/o5.9o/"Offender has no ser¡ous record
5.2o/o6.5o/oOffender has good potent¡al for rehabilitation
3.9o/"15.1o/oSentence was recommended a

23.4o/"19.5%No reason given
29.9o/o28.6T"Sentence agreed upon during a plea bargain

7t92-2t931t91-6t92MITIGATING REASON GIVEN

this table are cited less than ,5o/".
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APPENDIX B:
Judicial Compliance

By Circuit
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Assault Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Assault Offenses

(7-'l-92 to 2-1 -93)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Burglary Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Burglary Offenses

(7-1-92 to 2-1 -93)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Fraud Offenses
(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDIC¡AL CIRCUIT
For Fraud Offenses

(7-1-92 to 2-1 -93)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Homicide Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCU¡T
For Homicide Offenses

(7-1-92 to 2-1-93)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Larceny Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Larceny Offenses

(7-1-92 to 2-1 -93)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Robbery Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
For Robbery Offenses

(7-1-92 to 2-1 -93)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICUAL CIRCUIT
For Sexual Assault Offenses

(1-1-91 to 6-30-92)
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE BY JUDICUAL CIRCUIT
For Sexual Assault Offenses
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APPENDIX C:
Judicial Compliance
For Specific Offenses
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE RATE BY JUDICIAL C¡RCUIT
Specific Bu rglary Offenses
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE RATE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
Specific Fraud Oftenses
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPL¡ANCE RATE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
Specific Homicide Offenses
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE RATE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
Specific Larceny Offenses
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SENTENCING GUIDELINES COMPLIANCE RATE BY JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
Specific RobberY Offenses
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